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Note: 
- Please read this operation manual carefully before using the 
device.
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I.  GENERAL
-Abaco Spreader Bar M1 designed for use with forklift boom 
(Forklift Boom AFJ25 and Swing Arm Forklift Boom AFJS25) to 
lift and transport slabs from one place to another.
-Axle-axis pulley designed to support flipping the slab in a 
standing or laying position. It is very convenience in term of 
transportation  and easy to place the slab on any working table or 
area as user desires.
-Abaco Spreader Bar M1 can be fold clean-lembed when not in 
use.
II.  STRUCTURE
-The main body is made of solid steel pip measure  ³⁄₁₆ ³⁄₈ x ’’
(50x100mm).
-There are a total of six holes on the main body designed for 
adjustment purposes to fit multiple sizes of the slabs. 

-Balance the lifting arms on both sides and center them with the 
hook, then hook it onto the extension arm's hook on the forklift 
boom.
-The circumference of the straps measure four meters.
-Technical Specification:
 - Length (A):  (1510 mm)59 ⁷⁄₁₆’’
 - Width (B):  (110 mm)4 ⁵⁄₁₆’’
 - Height (C):  (930 mm)36 ⁵⁄₈’’
 - Net Weight: 88 lbs (40 kg)
 - Work Load Limit: 6600 lbs (3000 kg)
 - Length Range: 16  ~ 55  (420 ~1420 mm)⁹⁄₁₆” ”⅞
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III. ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION
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IV. INSTRUCTION FOR USE:
 1.Choose the space to place the two straps to fit the slab height 
as image 4 shows below.
 2.Hang the Abaco Spreader Bar M1 onto the hook of the 
forklift boom's extension arms image 5 shows below.
 3.Insert two straps to the slab per as long as the slab position in 
the center inside the circumference of the two straps equally as 
image 6 shows on the next page.
 4.Use the forklift, slowly lift it up and make adjustment if 
necessary until the slab is equally and balance on both sides. After 
move it slowly until safely arrive to the surface area where user 
desires. User may lightly turn the slab by hand as however user 
wants it to turn as image 7 shows on the next page.
 5.Image 8 shows how it should look during transportation.
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Image 4 : Hang two straps onto the main body 
per as long as the space between the two straps 
are balance and the circumference fit the slab's 
height.

Image 5 : Hang the Abaco Spreader Bar 
M1 onto the forklift boom, use additional 
connect hook chain for turning purpose.

 6.To flip the slab to a laying position, user may do so by hand in 
a gentle manner. Control the lifter and gently place the slab down 
on the working table or on the surface where user desires.
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Image 6 : Insert the straps 
into hold the slab evenly.

Image 7 : Flip the slab by hand if user desires standing or laying position.
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Image 8 : Transport the slab to where user wants it to be. 
Use hand to turn manually to a direction where user desires.
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Image 9 : Flip the slab in laying position and place it on the 
working table as shows above.
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V. INSPECTION, MAINTENANCE & REPAIR:
- Inspect the straps often to catch any damage in a timely manner to 
prevent delaying work time.
- Always confirm that the product is in good working condition.
- Clean monthly to make sure the roller rolling smoothly.
- Always stock spare parts to replace them when needs.
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VI. WARRANTY:
At the time of delivery, it is necessary to inspect the Abaco 

Spreader Bar M1 to make sure that it has not been damaged during 
shipment. Any claims must be submitted within 8 days from the date 
of delivery. We provide a  warranty on the Abaco one (1) year
Spreader Bar M1 from the date of purchase.

During warranty period, we will provide the replacement parts at 
no charge (shipping and handling fees may apply).
Warranty coverage is void if:
- The operator failed to comply with the instructions in the manual.
- The specifications are not followed.
- Damage is due to inadequate maintenance and inspections.
- Damage is due to improper storage and/or usage.
- Repairs were performed by the user without our permission.
- Non-original spare parts were used.
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You are kindly requested to read the following carefully.

PERIOD
The warranty starts from the date of purchase (date on 
distributors invoice).
Warranty is valid for a period of .twelve (12) months

WARRANTY
This warranty is limited only to provide replacements of the 
parts recognized by the Company as defective (excluding worn-
outs and consumables.)
The Company is not responsible for any misuse or abuse of the 
product after purchase and/or caused by negligence from the 
content of this manual. 

In case of failure using the device, our Customer Support 
Department will inform you of the appropriate methods of 
dealing with your claim and advise you of your nearest 
approved service center. 

EXCLUSIONS
Warranty does not apply for damages or failures caused by:
Incorrect use by users for misuse or for error in transportation, 
in handling or in maintenance.
Use of non-genuine parts/accessories, or of incorrect specs. 

WARRANTY CERTIFICATE
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